Vocabulary (8 pts)
Fill in the blank with the correct word or words from the list below.

band       barter       buffalo
city-state clan       confederation
kachinas   kitchen      kiva
slavery     totem pole  tribe

1. A _______________ is a group of families that are related to one another.

2. People went to the Dalles from all over the Northwest to exchange goods, or ________________.

3. The carved post that shows the history of a family is a ________________.

4. ________________ are the guardian spirits of the Hopis.

5. The Plains Indians made clothes, tools, weapons, and food from the ________________ they hunted.

6. A ________________ is a loose group of governments.

7. Each Mayan ________________ had its own ruler and its own government.

8. Holding people against their will and making them carry out orders is called ________________.
Chapter 2 Questions

Indian Homes (10 pts)
Match the descriptions of the Indian homes on the left with the names on the right. The names of the Indians groups that built the homes are in parentheses.

___ a house built partly over hole dug in the ground.  
A. pueblo (Hopi)

___ a house made of elm bark with large doors at each end; home for several families.  
B. Hogan (Navajo)

___ a cone-shaped house made of a log frame covered by mud or grass.  
C. pit house (Chinook)

___ an adobe building with rooms on the top of and next to one another; home for many families.  
D. tepee (Mandan)

___ a cone-shaped house made of poles covered with buffalo skins.  
E. longhouse (Iroquois)